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Founded in 2008 and headquartered in Beijing, the Center for China and Globalization (CCG) is China’s leading global non-governmental think tank. It has more than ten branches and overseas representatives and over 100 full-time researchers and staff engaged in research on globalization, global governance, international economy and trade, international relations and global migration.

CCG is a member of the Belt and Road Think Tank Alliance, a founding member of the US Research Think Tank Alliance established by the Ministry of Finance, a National Talent Research Facility, the site of the China International Professional Committee for Talents of the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security, and a national Postdoctoral Programme research center. CCG has also been granted Special Consultative Status by the United Nations.

While cultivating its own research teams, CCG has also built an international research network of leading experts in China and overseas. CCG engages in ongoing research on China and globalization from an international perspective. Contributing to policies relating to development and global governance in many countries, CCG has developed into a think tank providing new ideas, innovation and perspectives for domestic and international media. CCG also plays an active role in non-governmental exchanges and Track 2 diplomacy, becoming a valuable platform to aid mutual understanding between China and the rest of the world.

After over a decade of development, CCG has grown into a significant think tank with global impact that promotes China’s globalization process. In the 2019 Global Go To Think Tank Index Report released by the University of Pennsylvania, the world’s most authoritative think tank ranking, CCG was again recognized as one of the world’s top 100 think tanks, ranking in 76th place globally. CCG was the first Chinese non-governmental think tank to achieve this feat and is consistently considered the leading Chinese non-governmental think tank in authoritative think tank evaluations at home and abroad.
Baidu searches: 4,730,000

Google searches: 41,100,000

Advisors and academic experts: 143

Policy advisory reports: 200

Council members: 105

Enterprise directors: 15

Full-time researchers and employees: 112

Chinese and English publications: 10

Large-scale forums, seminars and conferences: More than 100

Research projects: 30

Issues of CCG magazine: 6

Research reports: 10

Nearly 10,000 copies of research reports distributed to the public

Tens of thousands of media articles, mentions and replications

Tens of thousands of participants in CCG public events
CCG has an advisory council composed of more than 100 leading entrepreneurs and multinational executives from various sectors. As well as contributing international perspectives and support for the think tank, the council also provides rich case studies for research.

CCG Council Senior Vice Chairs

Cao Dewang, Founder & Chairman of Fuyao Group
Gao Zhendong, Founder and CEO of Positec
Marvin Hong Ming-Kei, CEO of Hop Hing Group
Benjamin Fok Chun-yue, Director of the Fok Ying Tung Foundation
Li Yanhong, Co-Founder, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Baidu, Inc
Liang Jianzhang, Chairman of Ctrip; Research Professor at Peking University
Antony Leung Kam-Chung, former Financial Secretary of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, CEO of Nan Fung Group
Liu Yonghao, President of New Hope Group
Ma Weihua, former President of China Merchants Bank
Mao Zhongqun, Chairman and President of Ningbo Fotile Kitchenware Co., Ltd
Shen Nanpeng, Founding Managing Partner of Sequoia Capital China
Wang Guangfa, Chairman of the Board and President of Beijing Fazheng Group
Wang Junfeng, Global Chairman of King & Wood Mallesons
Wang Shi, Founder and Honorary Chairman of China Vanke
Xu Xiaoping, Founder of Zhen Fund, Co-Founder of New Oriental Group
Zhang Lei, Founder, Chairman, and CEO of Hillhouse Capital Management Group, Ltd
Zhang Yichen, Chairman and CEO of CITIC Capital

CCG Council Vice Chairs

Fang Fang, Partner of Waterwood Investment Holdings
Michael Kuan, Founder and Chairman of Kuan Capital
He Mei, Chairperson and President of Wailian Overseas Consulting Group
Jiang Xipei, Founder and Chairman of Far East Holding Group
Howard Li, former Vice Chairman of China General Chamber of Commerce-USA
Margaret Ren, Managing Director, China Country Chair of Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Wang Linda, Chairman of Yihai Property Holdings Limited
Xu Jinghong, Chairman of Zhongguancun Longmen Investment Co., Ltd., President of AAMA
Yu Minhong, Chairman of New Oriental Education & Technology
Yu Yong, Chairman of HBIS Group
Zhang Baoquan, Co-Chairman of the Board of Antaeus Group
Zhang Hongli, Co-Chairman of HOPU Fund
Zhang Huarong, Chairman and President of the Huajian Group
Zhao Yong, Chairman of Fuwah International Group
Zong Qinghou, Founder, Chairman, and CEO of the Hangzhou Wahaha Group
Chen Jian, former Vice Minister of Commerce
Chen Xiaogong, Deputy Director of Foreign Affairs Office under the Central Committee of CPC
Cheng Jinpei, former Vice Minister of Science and Technology
Chong Quan, President of China Society for World Trade Organization Studies
Fu Chengyu, former Chairman of Sinopec Group
Fu Zhihuan, former Minister of Railways
Gao Xiqing, former Vice Chairman and President of the China Investment Corporation
He Xian, former Vice Minister of Human Resources and Social Security
Li Jiping, former Vice President of China Development Bank
Liu Limin, former Vice Minister of Education
Liu Shijin, former Deputy Director of the Development Research Center of the State Council (DRC)
Liu Yanhua, former Vice Minister of Science and Technology
Liu Zhenyuan, former Vice Mayor of Shanghai
Lu Yucheng, former Vice President of Western Returned Scholars Association
Ma Junru, former Director-General of State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs
Ma Songde, former Vice Minister of Science and Technology
Qiu Baoxing, former Deputy Minister of Housing and Urban-Rural Development
Sha Zukang, former Under Secretary-General of the United Nations
Song Zhiping, Chairman of China National Building Materials Group Corporation
Sun Zhenyu, former Vice Minister of Commerce
Wang Xiaochu, former Vice Minister of Human Resources and Social Security
Wei Jianguo, former Vice Minister of Commerce
Xie Boyang, former Vice President of All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce
Zhang Jing-an, former President of Science and Technology Daily
Zhang Xinsheng, former Vice Minister of Education
Zhao Qizheng, former Director of the State Council Information Office
Zhou Yanli, former Vice Chairman of the China Insurance Regulatory Commission
Zhou Mingwei, former President of China International Publishing Group (CIPG)
Zhu Guangyao, former Deputy Minister of Finance
Zhu Yinghuang, former Editor-in-Chief of China Daily
Zhu Yongxin, Vice Chairman of China Association for Promoting Democracy
CCG’s International Council is composed of international dignitaries, senior officials from international organizations, heads of top international think tanks, leading overseas scholars and chambers of commerce representatives, forming an international network of experts and long-term mechanisms for research collaboration.

**CCG International Advisors**

**Neil Bush**, Founder and Chairman of the George Bush US-China Relations Foundation
**Wendy Culter**, Vice President of Asia Society Policy Institute (ASPI)
**Howard Duncan**, Executive Head of the Metropolis Project and Secretariat
**Hans d’Orville**, former Chief Representative to China former Assistant Director-General of UNESCO
**Karen Greenbaum**, Chairperson of the Association of Executive Search and Leadership Consultants (AESC)
**Giuseppe Gcrocetti**, Representative of the International Organization for Migration (IOM) in China
**Jörg Wuttke**, President of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China
**Grzegorz Kolodko**, former Deputy Prime Minister of Poland
**Pascal Lamy**, former Director-General of WTO
**Jeffrey Lehman**, Vice Chancellor of NYU Shanghai
**Kishore Mahbubani**, former Permanent Ambassador of Singapore to the United Nations
**James McGann**, Director of the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Programme (TTCSP) at the University of Pennsylvania
**Alistair Michie**, Secretary-General of British East Asia Council
**Terry Miller**, Director of Center for International Trade and Economics, Heritage Foundation
**Demetri Papademetriou**, President Emeritus of Migration Policy Institute (MPI)
**Nicholas Rosellini**, UN Resident Coordinator in China
**Kevin Rudd**, former Prime Minister of Australia
**Tony Saich**, Professor at Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
**Denis Simon**, Vice Chancellor of Duke Kunshan University
**Tim Stratford**, Chairman of AmCham China
**Justin Vaïsse**, Director-General of Paris Peace Forum
**Klaus Zimmermann**, President of Global Labor Organization (GLO)
CCG Academic Council

CCG’s Academic Council features more than 100 academic experts from China and overseas, spanning international relations, global governance, enterprise globalization, international talent, immigration and other fields related to globalization. This council of academic experts provide rigorous academic guidance and input to support CCG’s high-quality research and thought leadership.

Zheng Yongnian, Director of CCG Academic Council; Director of East Asian Institute, National University of Singapore
Chen Quansheng, Counselor for the State Council, PRC; Former Director-General of Division for Industry & Transportation at the Department of Research of the State Council
Chen Shiyi, President of Southern University of Science and Technology of China
Chen Wenling, Chief Economist of China Center for International Economic Exchange (CCIEE)
Chen Zhiwu, Director of Asia Global Institute, Hong Kong University; Former Tenure Professor at Yale University
Cheng Yibing, Fellow of the Australian Academy of Technology and Engineering (ATSE); Faculty of Engineering, Monash University
Cui Zhanfeng, Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Oxford; Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering
Ding Xueliang, Professor at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Dong Keyong, Professor and former dean of School of Public Administration, Renmin University of China (RUC)
Duan Peijun, Director-General of Institute for Strategy Studies, Party School of the CPC Central Committee
Gao Bai, Faculty of Asian/Pacific Studies Institute, Duke University
Gao Wei, Professor of Materials Science and Engineering at the University of Auckland; Fellow of the Royal Society Te Aparangi
Ge Jianxiong, Fellow of Central Research Institute of Culture and History; Member of the Department of Social Sciences of Ministry of Education
Gu Xuewu, Director of Center for Global Studies at the University of Bonn, Germany Huang Wei, Professor at School of Management, Xi’an Jiaotong University
Huang Renwei, Former Vice President of Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences; Executive Vice Director of Fudan Institute of Belt and Road & Global Governance
Huang Wei, Professor of School of management at the Xi’an Jiaotong University, Honorary Changjiang Scholar
Huang Yasheng, Associate Dean of Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Huang Yanzhong, Senior Fellow for Global Health at the Council on Foreign Relations
Jin Canrong, Associate Dean of School of International Studies, Renmin University of China (RUC)
Jin Li, Associate Dean of Guanghua School of Management at Peking University; Professor of Finance at Oxford University Said Business School
Li Bailian, Vice-President of North Carolina State University
Li Daokui, Director of the Center for China in the World Economy (CCWE) at Tsinghua University; Founding Dean of Schwarzman Scholars
Li Shuguang, Dean of Graduate School of China University of Political Science and Law
Li Xiaoxi, Deputy Director of Academic Committee of Beijing Normal University (BNU); Honorary President of BNU School of Economics and Resource Management
Liang Neng, Emeritus Professor at China Europe International Business School; Director of International Association for Chinese Management Research
Lin Hongyu, Dean of College of International Relations, Huaqiao University
Lin Xiaohua, Professor at Ryerson University
Liu Hong, Dean of School of Humanities and Social Science, Nanyang Technological University
Liu Yawei, Program Director of Carter Center China
Max Lu Gaoqing, President of University of Surrey (UK)
Lv Xiaobo, Professor at Columbia University
Qian Yingyi, Vice President of All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce
Qiu Chengtong, Tenure Professor at Harvard University
Rao Yi, Professor at School of Life Sciences and Director of Division of Sciences, Peking University
Shi Yigong, Academician of the Chinese Academy of Sciences; President of Westlake University
Shi Yong, Vice Dean of School of Economics and Management, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
Shi Yinhong, Counselor of the State Council; Professor and Director of Academic Council, School of International Studies, Renmin University of China
Song Ligang, Professor of Crawford School of Public Policy at Australian National University
Sun Xianhe, Professor of Department of Computer Science, Illinois Institute of Technology
Sun Zhe, Visiting Senior Research Scholar and Co-Director of the China Initiative at Columbia University’s School of International and Public Affairs
Tian Guoqiang, Dean of School of Economics at Shanghai University of Finance and Economics
Wang Chunguang, Deputy Director of Institute of Sociology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
Wang Shaoguang, Professor at School of Public Policy and Management; Distinguished Fellow at National Conditions Institute, Tsinghua University
Wang Jisi, President of the Institute of the International and Strategic Studies at the Peking University
Wang Tongxun, Director of Academic Committee of China Talent Research
Wang Xiaofan, Foreign Academician at Chinese Academy of Science; Tenure Professor at Duke University
Wu Jiang, Former Director of China Academy of Personnel Sciences
Wu Shicun, Director of National Institute of South China Sea Studies
Wu Xiaobo, Former Dean of School of Management, Zhejiang University
Xiang Bing, Founding Dean of Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business
Xu Dianqing, Tenure Professor of Economics, Huron College, University of Western Ontario
Xu Xin, Director of China and Asia-Pacific Studies Program, Cornell University
Xue La, Dean of Schwarzman Scholars, Tsinghua University
Yan Haiping, President of Institute for World Literature and Culture, Director of Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, Tsinghua University
Yang Dali, Dean of Institute of Governance, Shandong University; Former Professor at Department of Political Science, University of Chicago
Yang Jieman, Chairman of Academic Affairs Council, Fellow and Former Director of Shanghai Institute for International Studies Yao Shujie, Former Head of School of Contemporary Chinese Studies, University of Nottingham
Yin Xiaohuang, Counselor of the President and Tenure Professor, Occidental College
Zha Daojiong, Professor at School of International Studies, Peking University
Zhang Xudong, Director of China House of New York University; Chair Professor of Humanities at Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Peking University
Zhang Yansheng, Chief Researcher of China Center for International Economic Exchanges (CCIEE)
John Zhang Zhong, Professor of Marketing at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania
Zhang Yunling, Member of Presidium of Academic Divisions of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), Director of International Studies at CASS
Zhao Suisheng, Tenure Professor, University of Denver
Zeng Xiangquan, Director of the China Institute for Employment Research at Renmin University of China
Zhou Min, Professor of Sociology & Asian American Studies at University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
Zhou Weisheng, Director of Research Center for Sustainability Science, Ritsumeikan University
Zhu Feng, Professor at Division of History and Executive Director of the Collaboration Innovation Center of South China Sea Studies, Nanjing University
Zhu Min, Director of the National Institute of Financial Research, Tsinghua University (NIFR); former Vice President of IMF; Former Deputy Governor of the People’s Bank of China
Zhu Yunhan, Distinguished Research Fellow at Institute of Political Science at Academia Sinica

CCG has more than 100 senior fellows made up of former senior policy makers from the Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other government departments, as well as a team of specially-invited senior researchers from research institutions and universities. This group enhances CCG’s research capabilities, gives constructive advice on policy making, and amplifies channels to impact policy and inform public opinion.

Selim Belortaja, Ambassador of Albania to China
Laurence Braham, Founder of Himalayan Consensus
Cai Zhiqiang, Deputy Secretary-General of the CPC Committee, Chinese Academy of Discipline Inspection and Supervision
Chen Ping, Global Vice President and President of China Office, International Organization of Folk Art
Chen Yuming, Former Fellow of Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation, Ministry of Commerce
Cheng Naili, Director of China Office, The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
Cui Fan, Professor at the School of International Trade and Economics, University of International Business and Economics (UIBE)
Cui Hongjian, Director of the Department for European Studies, China Institute of International Studies (CIIS)
Ding Yifan, Former Deputy Director and Senior Fellow of the Institute of World Development, Development Research Center of the State Council (DRC)
Harvey Dzodin, former Vice President of ABC Television in New York
Fang Tao, Professor at Memorial University of Newfoundland; Adjunct Professor at University of Toronto and Monash University
Gao Shuguo, Director of Strategic Office at the Education Development Research Center of the Ministry of Education; Deputy Secretary-General of the Chinese Society of Education (CSE)
Martin Geiger, Senior Research Fellow, Associate Professor of Carleton University
Guo Shengxiang, Honorary Director and economic researcher of the Credit Institute at the Reserve Bank of Australia
Guo Yugui, Distinguished Professor at China Academy of Social Management, Beijing Normal University
Hai Wen, Dean of Peking University HSBC Business School
Han Dongping, Professor at Warren Wilson College
He Maochun, Counselor for the State Council; Professor at the Department of International Relations, Director of Center for Economic Diplomacy, Tsinghua University
He Ning, former Minister of Chinese Embassy in the United States; Former Director-General of the Department of American and Oceanic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce
He Weiwen, former Economic and Commerce Counselor at the Chinese Consulates- General in New York and San Francisco
Jorge Heine, former Chilean ambassador to China
Patricia Rodriguez Holkemeyer, Ambassador of Costa Rica to China
Hou Wenxuan, Director of the Scottish Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Edinburgh
Hu Jianhua, former Deputy Inspector of Department of Talent, CPC Organization Department
Huang Haifeng, Associate Dean of HSBC Business School, Peking University
Huang Jianhu, Professor and Dean of Minsheng Institute, China Minsheng Bank
Huo Jianguo, Vice Chair of China Society for World Trade Organization Studies; former Director of Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation
Martin Jacques, Professor at Division of Politics and International Studies, Cambridge University
Jia Wenshan, Distinguished Professor at School of Journalism and Communication, Renmin University of China; Fellow at National Academy of Development and Strategy, RUC
Jiang Shan, former Director of Department of American and Oceanic Affairs, Ministry of Commerce
Hichem Karoui, Author and Politics and Media Consultant at the Qatar Diplomatic Institute
Kong Shenglong, Counselor of Global Development Studies, Global Infrastructure Basel
Lan Zhiyong, Professor at School of Public Policy and Management, Tsinghua University
Li Jianyong, Professor at School of Law and Director of Center for Sociology Studies, Shanghai University
Li Xiaofeng, Professor of Economic and Trade College at Guangdong University of Foreign Studies
Liang Guoyong, Economic Affairs Officer at the Investment and Enterprise Division of United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
Lin Jiabin, Inspector and Senior Research Fellow of the Department of Social Development Research, Development Research Center of the State Council
Lin Yicong, Deputy Dean of International Studies of Zhejiang Police Academy
Liu Chen, Professor at Beijing Foreign Studies University
Liu Guofu, Professor at School of Law, Beijing Institute of Technology
Liu Junhai, Professor and Director of Institute of Commercial Law Studies, Renmin University of China
Liu Qiudi, Columnist at FT; Juris Doctor, Yale University
Lu Gang, Professor at Division of Political Science, East China Normal University; Director of Institute of International Studies, East China Normal University
Lu Jinyong, Professor at School of Trade and Economics, University of International Business and Economics
Lv Xiang, Non-Resident Research Fellow of Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
Ma Jun, Director of Center for Finance and Development, PBC School of Finance, Tsinghua University; former Chief Economist, Research Bureau of The People’s Bank of China
Niu Zhiming, Senior Environment Specialist at Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Emanuel Pastreich, Director of Institute of Asian Studies, Kyung Hee University
Pang Zhongying, Distinguished Professor and Dean of Ocean Development Institute, Ocean University of China (OUC)
Qiu Zhenhai, Commentator at Phoenix TV
Ruth A. Shapiro, Chief Executive Officer of Centre for Asian Philanthropy and Society (CAPS)
Shen Wei, Vice Chancellor of ESSCA
Shen Jianguang, Vice President and Chief Economist of JD Finance
Shi Jie, Director of Sichuan Dingli law firm
Shou Huisheng, Fellow at the National Strategy Institute of Tsinghua University
Su Hao, Director of Center for Strategy and Peace Studies, China Foreign Affairs University
Sun Jie, former Director of Fund Management at China Securities Regulatory Commission, former Chairman of Asset Management Association of China
Sun Yongfu, former Director-General of Department of European Affairs, Ministry of Commerce
Teng Jianqun, Director of the Department for American Studies and Center for Arms Control and International Security, China Institute of International Studies (CIIS)
Tian Deyou, former Economic and Commercial Affairs Counselor, Embassy of China in the United States
Tu Xinquan, Professor and Dean of China Institute for WTO Studies, University of International Business and Economics (UIBE)
Wang Jian, Professor at School of International Trade and Economics, UIBE; Director of APEC Cross-Border E-Commerce Research Center for Innovation and Development
Wang Xuedong, Vice Director of Institute of Advanced International Studies, Sun Yat-sen University
Wang Yiwei, Professor at School of International Studies, Renmin University of China (RUC)
Wang Yong, Professor and Director of Center for International Politics and Economy Studies, Peking University
Wang Yuanfeng, Deputy Inspector and Deputy Director of Department of Policy Advising, The Central Committee of Jiusan Society
Wang Zhi, Professor at Research Institute for Global Value Chains, University of International Business and Economics
Wang Zhile, Fellow at the Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation
Wei Hongxia, Fellow at Institute of American Studies (IAS), Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Wu Bin, Senior Fellow at China Policy Institute, School of Contemporary Chinese Studies, University of Nottingham
Wu Shicun, President of the National Institute for South China Sea Studies
Xie Tao, Professor and Associate Dean of School of English and International Studies, Beijing Foreign Studies University
Xu Hongcai, Deputy Chief Economist of China Center for International Economic Exchanges (CCIEE)
Xu Xiujun, Deputy Director of International Political Economy Division at Institute of World Economics and Politics (IWEPI), Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)
Yang Jing, former President of Chinese Professionals Association of Canada
Yang Rui, Host at CGTN
Yuan Zhijian, Associate Fellow at Institutes of Science and Development, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Zha Jianzhong, Professor at Beijing Jiaotong University
Julian Chang, former Executive Director of The Harvard Kennedy School’s Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation
Zhang Lifen, Professor at Fudan Journalism School
Zhang Lianqi, Member of the CPPCC National Committee; Managing Partner of Ruihua Certified Public Accountants
Zhang Xiufeng, Professor and Associate Dean of School of Public Administration, Tsinghua University
Zhai Kun, Professor at School of International Studies, Peking University
Zhang Yongan, Dean of College of Liberal Arts and Director David F. Musto Center for Drug Policy Studies
Zhao Hong, Associate Dean of Chinese Academy of International Trade and Economic Cooperation, Ministry of Commerce; Panel Member of Dispute Settlement Mechanism, WTO
Zhou Keming, Managing Director of August China; Guest Professor at Sichuan University
Zhou Mian, Director of Center for Foreign Students and Modern China Studies, Jiangsu Normal University
Zhou Ping, former Director-General of Department of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Commerce
Zhou Xiaojing, former Director of the Institute of Asian and African Development Studies, Development Research Center, the State Council
Zhou Xiaoming, former Deputy Representative of Permanent Mission of PRC to the UN Office at Geneva
Zhu Xufeng, Professor and Associate Dean of School of Public Administration, Tsinghua University
CCG undertakes a number of talent-related projects commissioned by central ministries and local governments each year, as well as publishing books and reports on talent issues. Among these, the Blue Book series on international talent such as the Report on the Development of Studying Abroad in China provides much-needed contributions to the field of international talent research in China. Gathering domestic and foreign experts on talent, relevant policy makers and business leaders, CCG has created talent forums including the 50 Chinese Talents Round Table Forum, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Talent Integration Development Forum and the Global Education 50 People Forum. CCG has also hosted the annual Chinese Returned Scholars Innovation and Entrepreneurship Forum of the Western Returned Scholars Association for many years.

CCG undertakes ongoing research on international migration and has set up a migration research center to carry out in-depth research and put forward suggestions on how to enhance China’s immigration system. This has seen significant results, such as the creation of the National Immigration Administration. Since 2012, CCG has published four blue book editions of China’s International Migration Report by the Social Sciences Academic Press and translated and published the World Migration Report of the International Organization for Migration (IOM). CCG has held three forums on global talent flow and international migration, serving as a high-level international conference on China’s migration system and current trends in talent flow and global migration governance.

CCG engages in ongoing research of China’s outbound and inbound investment and builds platforms for Chinese companies to share best practices in “going global.” CCG has set up a Global Chinese Entrepreneur Research Institute and publishes annual blue book reports on the globalization of Chinese enterprises and a series of books on globalization as reference for Chinese companies expanding abroad. The China Outbound-Inbound Forum, a major annual event initiated and organized by CCG, has become one of the leading platforms for discussion on how to push forward the globalization of Chinese companies.

CCG has long paid close attention to the development of China-US relations. Each year, CCG conducts research on developments in the US and carries out Track 2 diplomacy visits to exchange views with members of Congress, think tanks and the business community. CCG has held dozens of roundtable meetings and released more than a dozen reports on Sino-US relations. In 2018, CCG was selected as the founding director unit of the US Research Think Tank Alliance established by the Ministry of Finance. CCG undertakes forward-looking, policy-oriented research on the political and economic environment in the US, providing constructive policy suggestions to strengthen China-US ties.
**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS & GLOBAL GOVERNANCE**

CCG is the only Chinese think tank to have been granted Special Consultative Status for non-governmental organizations by the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). CCG has explored new models for Chinese think tanks to participate more fully in global governance and international cooperation.

CCG initiatives to create a global alliance of talent organizations and a D50 group for international e-commerce were selected as part of the first Paris Peace Forum, offering solutions from China for global governance. CCG holds seminars on multilateral governance and regional integration at home and abroad, has led the way in promoting China’s accession to the CPTPP, and released a series of research reports.

Since 2015, CCG has held its annual signature event, the China and Globalization Forum, which focuses on China’s development and global current events, contributing to public discussion and gathering high-level experts from all sectors of government, industry and academia, to build consensus for global governance.

**THINK TANK RESEARCH**

As a forerunner in developing a new type of think tank with Chinese characteristics, CCG conducts in-depth research on think tanks and continuously explores new management practices to promote the innovation and growth of Chinese think tanks.

Over a decade of development, CCG has continuously explored development models suitable for Chinese think tanks and has been ranked among the top 100 think tank in the world by the Global Think Tank Report of the University of Pennsylvania for two consecutive years.

To date, CCG has published three monographs on the systematic study of think tanks, providing guidance and reference for the development of think tanks in China. To promote in-depth exchange between the Chinese think tank community, academic experts and international top think tanks, CCG established an annual signature forum, the China Global Think Tank Innovation Forum, and also created the International Top Think Tank Advanced Seminar.

**THE BELT AND ROAD**

CCG is a council member of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) think tank alliance of the International Department of the CPC Central Committee, and was noted as the most influential non-governmental think tank in the State Council Information Office’s BRI big data report. Since the BRI was proposed, CCG has continuously undertaken research on the BRI, established a BRI research institute, published a series of research reports and books on the BRI, held a series of related think tank roundtable meetings, and built a platform for communication between policymakers, academia and business in countries along the Belt and Road.

**GUANGDONG, HONG KONG AND MACAU GREATER BAY AREA**

Based on the development needs of talent and enterprises in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, CCG has built an international research team and expert network comprising of the Southern Institute of International Talent Research, Dongguan Institute of Talent Development, Shenzhen Branch and CCG Hong Kong Committee to put forward suggestions for the development of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.
Annual Forums and Roundtables

CCG has developed a variety of events and platforms, providing effective channels to exchange ideas between policy makers, experts, scholars, and industry leaders. CCG uses these platforms to put forward public policy recommendations and share insights for the public interest.

Each year, we hold many high-profile signature forums which are noted for their international vision and being impactful and constructive.

Each year, CCG also holds more than 100 events, including seminars, roundtables, luncheon meetings, release events for new research findings, and policy input exchange meetings.
International Engagement

CCG has established long-term cooperation with many international organizations, international think tanks and related institutions to jointly host seminars for academic exchange or to undertake joint research. These institutions include: UN International Organization for Migration (IOM), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), International Committee of the Red Cross, Global Labor Organization, International Labor Organization, Association of Executive Search Consultants, International Metropolitan Talent Organization, World Bank, The Asian Society, European Union Chamber of Commerce, Council on Foreign Relations, Hudson Institute, American Enterprise Institute, Heritage Foundation, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Brookings Institution, Institute for Immigration Policy, Bertelsmann Foundation of Germany, the Committee of 100, Chatham House, The American Chamber of Commerce in China, the National Committee on US-China Relations, and the Canada’s Center for International Governance Innovation.

Former US Secretary of State Dr. Rice addresses a symposium on Entrepreneurship Education in China

CCG invited to speak in the main forum at the Munich Security Conference

CCG hosts roundtable meeting at Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C.

CCG releases a report on Sino-US trade at the Hudson Institute
CCG participated in Brookings Forum on Chinese Returnees

CCG hosts Sino-US economic and trade seminar at the Council on Foreign Relations of US Senate

CCG held a sub-session during the second Paris Peace Forum this year titled “Brain Drain: Making Better Use of the World’s Talent.”

Pascal Lamy, former Director-General of the WTO and President of the Executive Committee of the Paris Peace Forum delivers a keynote speech at CCG

Lawrence Summers, former Treasury Secretary of the United States and former President of Harvard University, speaks at CCG

Graham Allison, Founding Dean of the Harvard Kennedy School, speaks at CCG

CCG hosts dialogue with Former US Trade Representative Michael Froman and Susan Schwab at CCG Beijing headquarters

CCG president, Wang Huiyao, with the founder and CEO of the Heritage Foundation, Dr. Edwin Feulner
Simon Birmingham, Australian Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment, delivered a keynote speech at CCG.

CCG hosted the 3rd Sino-US economic and trade forum at Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C.

CCG-AEI co-host round table on Sino-US economic relations.

Kenneth Weinstein, President and CEO of the Hudson Institute and Member of the US Advisory Committee for Trade Policy and Negotiations.

Kevin Rudd, former Australian Prime Minister, visited CCG.

CCG President Wang Huiyao participate in the Munk Debates.

CCG visited the Heritage Foundation.

Jonathan T. Fried, personal representative of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau for the G20, delivered a speech at CCG.

Kevin Rudd, former Australian Prime Minister, visited CCG.
CCG focuses on research and providing suggestions in various fields related to globalization, making policy recommendations on international relations, globalization, talent cultivation, returnees, overseas Chinese, the Belt and Road Initiatives and China’s Reform and Opening-up. CCG submits nearly 200 suggestion documents each year and regularly reports to government agencies such as the Central Organization Department, the International Liaison Department, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Development and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Human Resources, the Ministry of Commerce, the National Immigration Administration, the State Council Counselor’s Office and other central and state organs and ministries. Many CCG suggestions have been approved by the central leadership, providing a reference for relevant departments on major issues and continuing to support policymaking and institutional innovation.

**PROMOTING NATIONAL POLICIES AND FORGING CONSENSUS**

**National high-level talent innovation and entrepreneurship plan**

China Overseas Students
Entrepreneurship Support Startup Plan
Medium and long-term Plan for National Talent Development
Encouraging foreign students to work as interns in China

**Overseas high-level talent plan**

Ten-year multiple-entry visas between China and US, China and Canada, China and Australia
Chinese talent visa
Enhancing China’s Green Card policy
Promoting the creation of the National Immigration Administration

Strengthening international cooperation along the Belt and Road Initiative
Promoting the overseas development of Chinese companies
Promoting various aspects of globalization
Forward-looking research on Sino-US trade tensions
20 methods to attract talent to Beijing
China joining IOM
China joining TPP
Promote RCEP negotiations
Popularizing of globalization

On April 2, 2018, the National Immigration Administration was officially established.
Research Outcomes

CCG has continued research in the fields of globalization, global governance, international relations, talent internationalization and the globalization of enterprises. Since its creation, CCG has published nearly 60 monographs in Chinese and English and more than 40 research reports. CCG is the institution that publishes the most blue book reports each year. To date it has published 21 Blue Books that have had an impact at home and abroad, covering topics such as enterprise globalization, international talents, and regional talent. CCG shares its research findings with the public and has distributed nearly 10,000 copies of its book reports and receives more than 270,000 website visits annually.